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xMake is an innovative ”make-by-vision“ solution for
manufacturing, assembly line support, and quality
assurance. Today, static step-by-step assembly and quality
assurance procedures dominate industrial production
processes. Instructions are often printed on paper or
provided via a desktop PC. In both cases, instructions are
neither permanently in line of sight of the worker nor are
they dynamically adjustable during production.
With xMake, relevant information, confirmations, and
documentation capabilities are always at the workers‘ exact
location and in front of their eyes. As a result, xMake helps
to increase speed and quality of production processes and
simplifies training of new or temporary workers.
We have designed the latest edition of xMake to run on
the Toshiba dynaEdge DE-100 mobile Edge device with
dynaEdge AR100 Viewer.

Benefits

high business impact.

Efficient and effective assistance in manufacturing & quality assurance
Enterprise Ready

Faster Execution

Higher Quality

Better Usability

hands-free quick ramp-up
seamless integration

graphical UI step-by-step
sensor integration

fully mobile user adaptive
smooth deployment

Fits into your Windows infrastructure
secure manageable

Integration

seamless execution.

Sensor integration & image recognition for fluent business processes
Recurring steps until end of task
Auto-Detect
Workstation

Automatic
identification of
workstation or
machine with sensors
or image recognition

Receive
Task

Receive centrally
configured task
information or load
locally available
data

Show
Instructions

Display
step-by-step
instructions in field
of view of worker
(hands-free)

Conduct
Step

Execution of step
with documentation
possibilities and call
support feature
(xAssist module)

Auto-Confirm
Step

Control and
auto-confirmation of
conducted step e.g.
by using machine‘s
sensor data

Contact

Finish
Task

Confirmation of
successful task
execution e.g. by
presenting summary
to worker

get in touch.

Toshiba Europe GmbH
Hammfelddamm 8
41460 Neuss
Germany
B2B_Contact@toshiba-teg.com

Find out more about the dynaEdge at www.toshiba.eu/dynaEdge
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